Design meets function:

Steel in its most beautiful form.

Furnishing with steel shows vision and understanding.
Furnishing with Symbio shows good taste.
Combine the useful with the pleasurable! Choose a
cupboard system that can adapt to any atmosphere better
than any other – and which is impressive in every aspect
thanks to state-of-the-art technology.
Symbio from C+P. Probably the best symbiosis of design
and function since the beginnings of steel furniture.
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On the following pages, you can find examples of the
design, the versatility and the functionality of the Symbio
range. The system carcass made of high-quality steel acts
as the basis for the filigree designs and all the layout
variants.

Focus on design:
The slender Symbio top section
made of coated steel.

A good combination:
A successful blend of materials
thanks to the exquisite wood
cover plate.
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Modern
A futuristic environment needs furniture
that can make a stylish
statement.
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Every design-oriented environment involves
specific challenges in terms of furniture.
Adaptable:
Steel can respond to individual colour
wishes better than any other material.

Should the furniture blend in or rather
dominate the room? Should the storage be
mobile or permanent? Which door concept
would suit the best?

In harmony with the interior design.

Symbio can offer the right answer to all
the furnishing challenges posed by a modern interior design. Thanks to their linear
and consistent design, the cupboards can
blend into an extremely wide range of
environments – and so emphasize the
first-class ambiance.
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As you can see, Symbio not only masters all the classic
storage situations in the office, but is also the ideal
solution for communication zones, bistros and conference
rooms. Either mobile on casters or permanently installed
on a base. Either with double doors or – as shown here –
with space-saving sliding and tambour doors: Symbio from
C+P can simply adapt to your personal wishes.

Space-saving:
The tambour doors disappear
completely into the carcass
and so give access to the entire
interior of the cupboard.
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Puristic
Open spatial
approaches call for
elegant, flexible
furniture.
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Crowning glory:
The steel cover plate (left illustration) emphasizes the sleek and slender cupboard design. If you would even
like a touch more class, you can treat your Symbio cupboard to an additional glass cover
(right illustration).
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Smooth and light as a feather:
It is amazing how lightly the strong, steel sliding doors run on their
optimized ball-bearing slides. And the integrated “soft stop” mechanism
lets the doors engage gently at the end of their travel.

Quick changes and prompt responses are an everyday fact
of life in open-plan offices. An ideal option is therefore
sideboard solutions that divide up spaces and at the same
time create an attractive design – such as Symbio.

Configuring new free spaces.

Flexibly arranged conference areas, space-partitioning
cupboards and variable storage options… – the requirements for contemporary office cupboards are more varied
today than ever before. Symbio offers both the necessary
versatility and also trail-blazing technical details.
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Versatile
The office of today
demands cupboard
systems with an extraordinary bandwidth.
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Continuous Symbio edge finish in all cupboard types!
Whether it is a cupboard with double doors or sliding doors, a drawer cabinet or a cupboard rear panel
(fig. from l.), a true characteristic of the Symbio cupboard system is the slim, filigree 8-mm edge which is a
recurrent theme throughout the entire range. The base is slightly set back and underlines the elegance of
the entire front section.

The look: slim, strong, filigree.

It is particularly in the drawer cabinets and
the moving components in other
cupboards (e.g., pull-out shelves or
hanging frames) that the “steel backbone”
of Symbio proves its true worth.

Wherever the furniture has to bear high
dynamic loads, the steel carcass demonstrates qualities that other cupboards can
only dream of. Other characteristics such
as environmental friendliness, fire
retardation and suitability for moving and
relocation complete the picture. On every
level, Symbio has a great deal to offer.
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Elegant
Representative areas
offer the perfect
environment for precisely
this type of furniture.
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A love of detail:
The Symbio door and drawer
handles combine elements made
of gloss and matt chrome. In
connection with an optional
high-gloss steel finish, this creates
cupboard fronts that are simply
peerless.

Furnishing with Symbio gives you the individual freedom
you’re looking for. Refine your interior design with highgloss surfaces, choice real woods or discerning cupboard
accessories.

A symbiosis of classic and modern.

Symbio is sure to become a classic! The incomparable
material of steel, the large number of possible combinations with other materials, the simply boundless versatility
and the love of detail open up new dimensions of
furnishing for you.
Choose durability that keeps step with the future.

An ingenious combination: steel, real wood, glass...
Whether it is attractive real-wood fronts made, for instance, of wengé, bamboo or Tuscan walnut
(illustrations from l.), the Symbio steel carcass is the reliable basis for combinations with many other
materials.
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Symbio is pure cupboard competence.

The difference is in the detail! For a truly innovative cupboard
system offers far more than just storage space that can be well
organized: attractive top-section solutions, optional mobility and
many ingenious details – they all speak in favour of Symbio
from C+P.

Pure design:
The filigree steel top section (basic
equipment for all Symbio cupboards).

Exclusive and beautiful:
The glass cover plate made of
toughened safety glass (TSG) on the
equally slender steel top section of
the cupboard.

Retrofitting also possible:
An HPL* top plate attached directly on
the cupboard instead of the steel top
section (also available in DCPB*, composite-wood or real-wood designs).

Elegant and natural:
The high-quality real-wood veneer top
with solid wood edge is also mounted
directly on the cupboard instead of
the steel top.
* DCPB = Directly coated particle board
HPL = High pressure laminate

Illuminating:
High-tech in the office cupboard – the
integrated LED lighting in the glass
shelf.

Mobile:
Durable, elegant and lockable casters
transform counter cabinets into
mobile storage facilities and shortterm standing workplaces.
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Refined blend of materials:
The standard Symbio handles on
refined, high-gloss, real-wood doors.

Many of the details regarding the cupboard demonstrate an
intelligent design: for example, the high-quality handle elements
which emphasise the overall appearance. The advanced acoustic
solutions. Or the visible rear panels with partition qualities. There
are many elements that others forget or neglect: Symbio has them
all!
Matching shades:
Even on the steel doors, the Symbio
handles create an elegant highlight.

neues Akustik-Blech

Good alternative:
The rather more dominant bar handle
is an equally good choice as a design
alternative.
Good acoustics in the front ...
Symbio doors are also available in
Sonoperf® steel with its excellent
acoustic properties. The fine, virtually
invisible Sonoperf® micro-perforation
with non-woven backing possesses
excellent absorption properties, even
at low frequencies.

... and in the back panel!
The back panels of Symbio units are
also available in Sonoperf® – and not
only create a uniform appearance but
also improve the sound absorption in
the room even further.

Matching front and rear:
Thanks to the standard visible rear panel
(with identical base and edge geometry!),
all the Symbio models are absolutely
flexible in terms of dividing up space.
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The ultimate in technology.

By their “very nature”, office cupboard systems made of
steel have many advantages that other furniture can not
provide. However, this was not enough for the Symbio
designers – they set great store by every single technical
detail.
The result is a cupboard system that unites convenience,
functionality, intelligence and durability like no other.

Robust, tried and tested:
The adjustable, standard Symbio
hinge with 110° opening angle.

Open and generous:
The optional and equally
adjustable Symbio hinge with
165° opening angle.
Smooth and light as a feather:
It is amazing how lightly the strong, steel sliding doors run on their optimized
ball-bearing slides. And the integrated “soft stop” mechanism lets the doors
engage gently at the end of their travel.

Smooth and linear:
In the Symbio range, the glass
doors are fitted with an
adjustable, special hinge
adhered from the inside…

… which does not protrude on
the outer glass surface and so
allows for a completely smooth
front.
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The Symbio carcass sound insulation

Have you ever closed the door of a
luxury car? Symbio quality is similar:
you can not only see it, but also hear it.
The carcass sound insulation consists
of a double-walled design with a bee
board (honeycomb material) inserted in
between and laterally flush interior walls.

Intelligent lock:
Standard exchangeable cylinders with
a practical removable key provide a
high level of flexibility even after
several years! “Split-bow” keys are
available as an option, which prevent
the key from accidentally remaining
jammed.

Neatly filed away:
Slotted steel shelves with slot-in
binder supports keep everything
neat and tidy.

High-tech in the office:
All the Symbio drawers and hanging
frames are self-closing and run on telescopic slides with a parallel pull-out and
toothed slides – so there is no tilting and
they have an extremely long service life.
Transporting when fully loaded!
Only Symbio can do that! With the practical Symbio
trailer, you can transport the cupboards when they are
fully loaded and then position them to the precise
millimetre at your destination.

On the right level:
The standard height adjustment for
the rear adjustable feet is available on
the interior of the cupboard. The front
adjustable feet are adjusted from the
front using screws in the base.

Elegant and time-saving:
With the optional comfort height
adjustment, both the front and the
rear adjustable feet can be operated
with adjusting screws in the base from
the front – without having to clear out
or move the cupboard!

Further information can be found at:
www.symbio.cpmoebel.de
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It´s your choice.

The Symbio range offers the right cupboard for every

Your C+P furniture adviser will be glad to give you more

application. Because we set great store by variability. You

information and to demonstrate the ideal solution for you.

can bet our range has the right one for you, too.

Symbio from C+ P is available...

… in all conventional heights
from a filing cabinet for five binder rows on top
of each other through to a desk-high cabinet
with two binder rows and a height of 720 mm.

… in all conventional widths
with or without a centre partition, depending on
the model.

… in various door models
as double-door, sliding-door, tambour-door
cupboards, drawer cabinets or combination cupboards – or without doors as an open bookcase.

… with various front materials
e.g., steel, glass, wood decor or real-wood veneer.

… with various bases
e.g., with a base offset to the front or rear, on a
sub-frame or on casters.

… with a series of top-plate solutions:
steel, steel + wood, steel + glass or even
a wood-decor or real-wood plate solo.

… with intelligent and attractive
interior fittings
from a classic shelf through to a telescopic
drawer with toothed slide.
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Steel, glass, wood – in ingenious combinations.

You can choose from many attractive steel colour coatings
at C+P as a standard feature. We are also always glad to
fulfil all your own particular colour wishes.

Glass doors and glass cover plates are available with clear glass,
coloured glass or, upon request, even with a satin finish.

Doors and cover plates in a wood look are available
either in decor or real-wood veneer. Above and beyond
the C+P range, we shall also be glad to supply you
with any desired decor or veneer surface, if necessary.
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Incidentally:
C+P is a true specialist for tasteful and efficient furniture made of
steel! Over several decades, we have developed a mastery of this
field that is virtually unsurpassed. So it is hardly surprising that our
customers have made C+P the market leader in several product
segments.
Further information on Symbio and the address of a specialist
dealer in your vicinity are available from
Tel. +49 (0) 64 65/919-340
info@cpmoebel.de

C+P Möbelsysteme GmbH & Co. KG
Boxbachstraße 1 · D-35236 Breidenbach
Tel. +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-340 · Fax +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-349
E-Mail

info@cpmoebel.de

Internet www.cpmoebel.de

